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EVALUATING INTERACENCYLCOLLAnOltfTIONS

Interagency'collaboration is an'active process, and efforts to evaluate
it must reflect its dynakic, procedural characteristics. Evaluation studies
should examine the intent of a collabOration-and may focus on one, some, or
all of the stages of a' collaborative program. Any evaluation'ttudy shouldgbe
designed and impleiented to yield information that will satisfy needs of those
directing the collaboratie effort.

This paper will discuss the role of evaluation as members of an inter
agency planning team attempt to;

Understand:the context of an interagency collaboration
Verify the need for the collaboration

Identify solutionsand plans to meet needs
1,jiplement.the collaborative process
Determine the outcomes (benefits and liabilities) of the collaboration

UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT

Four kinds of information will help you understand the context in which
interagency collaboration takes place:

The Particular developmental stage of the-collaboration;
A description of the agencies and people involved;
A definition of the terms used to describe the collaboration;
A description of the channels of communication used in the

,collaboration.

Stage of Development
h

There are many models or frameworks for the development of interagency
collaborative efforts. These set forth the basic life. cycle of the collaborl
tion (Figure 1 shows 4, typical flow of events.)

To begin an evaluation of interagency collaboration, determine the current

t.



Establish the Need

* EstablIsh.the Data
Base.

Identify the Planning
Targets

Establish Interagendy
Provisions

Assure Collaboration
in Service Delivery

. Figure .1

A Process Outline for Interagency Planning'

Determine needs and rationaletIt or

for initiation df interprogram.
collaboration project.

U-

Identify' agencies and programs
serving or authorized to serve
the target pOpulation(s) and
cantact agency administrator.

Define service delivery population
of interest.

Compare local programs and proce-
dures across agencies to identify
gaps, overlaps, constraints, and
other linkages.

Define current program policies and
services and responsibilities of
identified. programs.

fr

I

Identify local .policy and procedures
wherein modifications would enable
satisfaction of need and rationale
for collaboration and specify the
needed modifications.

Determine which modifications can
be made on the-local level and
incorporate these modifications
in a local interprogram agreement.

Enable implementation of inter-
program modifications.

'Regional Resource Center Task Force) 1979.

. .

Implement local evaluation functioIt ns.-
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state of the collaboration in relation to its life cycle. You may start by
interviewing key personnel among the providers, administrators, bUdiness
managers, and consamers.within.the agencies involved in the collaboration.
Questions addressed in the interview could center on the stages identified in
Figure 1. Further, the evaluator could conduct a record review to obtain
information which would support the testimony of those interviewed and extend
the evaluator's-understanding of,the program.

.*
Another approach which is.decidedly more complex and tile consuming, but

which may provide more information, focuses on the process of adopting an
,innovation. If an interagency collaboration is thoughtof as an innovative
approach to service delivery, we can then view its adoption much like an adop-
tion of an innovative classroom.practice. The adoption is not a'single event;
rather, it is a process:

Gene Hall and his colleagues. (University of Texas at Austin, Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education)developed a-framework to assess the
adoption of an educational innovation (Hall, 1975). McLaughlin and Eldert
(1982) translated that framework so that it might be used to determine the
operational stage of an interagency'collaborative effort. The translated
adages ,are set forth in Figure 2. To determine the stage for a particular
interagency effort, exhaustion is focused on the following factors or behaviors
associated with people engaged in the effort:

knowledge of interagency collaboration;
acquiring information about collaboration;
sharing information within and across agencies;
assessing/evaluating the agreement or need for agreement;
status reporting relative to the agreement;:
planning related to interagency collaboration;
performance of specific individuals as they carry out the agreement.

Concern about the collaboration expressed by,the people involved is
another 'factor which may be considered in order to determine the current oper-
ational stage of the Obllaborative program.. Again, we have taken from the work
of Hall'and others. Here we have tried to develop a scale whi &h describes
levels of concern (see Figure 3). There are three maforlevell of concern:
those unrelated to the collaboration; those oriented to self find the Collabo-
ration; and those related to the, degree to which the collaboration is meeting
'the needs of the client. In our opinion, these levels are directly related to
the developMental stages of the collaboration.

Understanding the levels of concern of those involved in the collaboration
and knowledge of the stages'of development through which a program normally
progresses can be a useful combination of information for planners ,who are try-
ing to decide where to go next. If the interagency effort is at a standstill
(Figure 4 shows some common problems), then the information acquired by the
'evalnator can be used-to pinpoint technical assistance which will facilitate
movement to the next higher stage of development.

To recap: to begin an evaluation of an.interagency c911aboration, deter-
, mine, the particular-program's current point in the life cycle of a typical col-

laboration. ,Investigation may focus'ori the 'collaboration process, the adoption
(of an iinovation) prodesso. or the levels of concern of the people involved in
the program. Multiple data-gathering strategies and, points of focus are recom-
mended: conduct interviews;. review records, reports, and minutes of meetings;
and use surveys with interviews to confirm and extend findings. The product of
this effort will be an understanding of the development'sl stage and a deter-
mination of any variables in development across agencies.
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Figure 2,

DESCRIPTION OF LEVELS'OF USE FOR INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION1

LEVEL DESCRIPTION

40,
0: Non-use.

Orientation.

Preparation.

Mechanical Use.

IV-A: Routine.

IV -B: Refinement.

State in which the user ,has little or no knowledge-
of interagency collaboration, no involvement with
it,.and is doing nothing to become involved.

State.in which the user has recently acquired or is
acquiring information' about interagency collabora-
tion and/or has recently explored or is exploiting
its value and its demands.

State in which the user is preparing for implementa-
tion of interagency collaboration.

State in which the user focuses most effort on the
short-term, day -to- -day use-of interagency collabo-

rative efforts with little time for reflection.
Changes in use are..made more to meet user needs than
client needs. The user is primarill-engaged 4n a
step-by-step attempt to master the tests required to .

implement the collaboration; this often results in
disjointed and superficial use.

Use of interagency collaboration_ is stabilized. Few

if any changes are being made in ongoing use. Little

preparation or thought is.being given to improving"
collaborative efforts or its consequences.

State in which the user varies -(Ife use of inter-
agency collaboration to increase the impact on
clients within immediate sphere of influence. Vari-
ations in collaborative arrangements are based on
knowledge of both *aloft- and long -term consequences
for clkants.

V: Integration. State in which the user is combining own efforts to
use interagency collaboration with Kelated
ties of colleaguai to achieve-a collective impact on
clients within the community.

VI: Renewal. State in which "the user reevaluates the quality of

use of interagency collaboration, seeks major"modi-
fications or alternatives to achieve increased
impact on clients; examines new deyelopments in
the. field and explores new goals for self anA-tb,r(

collaborative' service 'delivery system.

1McLaughlin and Elder, 1982.
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Figure 3

LEVELS OF CONCERN IN AN INTERAGENCY COLLABOR6TION1

111.

I. Concerns About Self
0. Noninteragency concerns.

II. Concerns About 'Self as a Member of the Collaboration Teaim
1. Where do Iastand in relation to the'collaboration.team?
2. Do I function adequately in the collaboration?
3. How do the%thers in the collaboration view me?

III. Concerns About the Interagency Collaboration
4._ Are the clients getting what we want them to get? Is the

collaboration doing what we want it to do?
5. Is the. collaboration, meeting the.needs of the targets?
6. How can the collaboration be. improved?

1McLaughlin. and Elder, 1982.

Figure 4

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH ESTABLISHING
INTERAGENCY COLLABORATIONS

Competitiveness of established institutions and agencies.
Lack of an organizational structure that brings agencies together
around mutual interest.
Parochial interest of agencies that make,them myopic to the needs
of the broader community.
Lack of experience in the techniques of coordinating service
delivery.

,Awkward interdisciplinary communication.
Preoccupataon with the system design mother than the functional
role of the system.

Client confidentiality across agencies.
Personal resistance to change. .

Response to external pressures.
Lack of specific accountability,.
Lack of designated- monitors and evaluators.
Inadequfite orientation within and-outside agenciee.
Negative staff attitude.
Lack of consideution of political baseq,.

.

to

'
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Description of 'Agencies

As needs are' identified and potential solutions sought, it will be neces-
sary to'understand each agency and its, functional relationship to the needs.
Alsoi we we have found that Successful planning is more likely if agencies are
given a chance to completely describe their services and functions. -However, a
profile of this sort shouldnot.bethe only means by which .agencies .find out
about each oOer. Time must be allotted for all involved in the collaboration
to. discuss acid visit each:agency.

The Regional Resource.Center Task Force.on InteragenCy Collaboration
(1979) suggested that the following information be contained in an agency
profile:

Program OvervieW
-- legislative base (federal/State)
- - administrative agency (federal/state)
.-- 'general-purpose of agency.

- - Client eligibility

-- application procedures
-- type of funding

assurances /jrocedural safeguards

- monitoring responsibility
- sanctions .authorized

-- policy makers
Client-Centered Services

initil client identification (outreAch /screening)
comprehensive multidisciplinary assessment

- - individual client plan development .3

placement, options (treatment)

- - service models
service review (follow-up evaluation)

Support Processes
-7 material support-(facilities) 1

-- personnel support (certification requirements, in-service opportuni-
ties,. staffing patterns, etc.)

-- fiscal suppoit (patterns of allocation across agency functions)

planning. bodies (advisory groups) ,/ .

.Definition of Terms '

Jargon ckften contributes to conflicts in the planning and implementation

of a c011aborative activity. So.as part of the profile, develop a glossary of-

terms commonly used by agency staff. A. glossary,helps participants as they
review other agencies' documents and interact- with each other. A comparison of

the glossaries bf all agencies'will help all participants develop a common set

of reference terms.

Channels-of Communication

Who talks to whom? What formal or infoflual vehicles are used to communi-

cate? What types of infotmation flow through the channels? Have rules been

established for the control and flowpf information?
Ask participants.to construct existing and desired communication paths by '

graphically depicting the.flow of information. Discrepancies-between existing

w



and desired paths can lad to, change'which.will improve the collaborative
effort. The desired path of communication can also serve'as a standard for
future evaluation.

VERIFUNG THE NEED FOR INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION

I

4

0 search haiii:zlindicated that the following problems are generally
cited sons for an interagency collaboration:..

fragmented service delAtery system
,.overlap in service definitions t
.multIple funding bases

varying modelsfor service delivery (e.g., medical or educational)
Fragmented service delivery'systems can cause clients to "fall between the

'bracks".as they try to move.from one service to the next. Centrallzedtlient
management systems can help. In such cases, you may need to gather data s b-
stantiating that there are gaps In the system. Interviews and surveys of n-
sumers and key people in agencies and"advocacy groups can be useful.
Review of records (including consumer complaintsor letters of. support) apie,..
also helpful. .

. Try developing hypothetical case profiles and dolling them through the sy -
tem from agency to agency. Specifically, ask representatives from each agency
to review the profile and talk'through the .Way their agency would approach the
problem from referral to evaluation to planning to delivery of services, Cou-
parison of the responses can indicate problems in the current service system
and problems that might arise if the agreement is established in A manner con-
tradictory.to existent practice.

.

Often, when service definitions of different agencies overlap, resources
are wasted as various hgencies work to. provide the same services to-rhe same. .._
clients. Here it may be useful to identify service responsibilities and Eine-
tions,which are common and unique to particular'agencies. Interviews Idth key
agency staff members and a review of agency mission' statements and regulations
will help identify services.

itMultiple funding uses and multiple planning bodies tend to drive agencies
in different direCtion . That is, funds are usually tied to regulations which
may or may not be comdon across agencies. Fiscal calendars may differ.... Docu-
mentation of the types of fundingand the purposes of the planning 'bodies can
help interagency planners. Review of agency regulations and'alssion Statements

% islimperative.
. .

Finally, variations in models for service delivery may be a barrier to
an interagency collaboration. Personnel within different agencies often have
different approaches to solving client problems. Interviews arid. the hypo-
thetical case technique can help determine.if variations in approach exist
across agencies. ,

.

The common thread that runs through the four probleMs set forth above As
v increased client access to services and reduced duplication of services. (Note

th* sometimes conditions exist -- e.g., large pumber of clients, large geo-
graphic area, etc. -- which require that various- agencies provide similar ser,-
vices.)
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The Human Factor

8

lit
( Human factors play an 1 portant part the success or failure of an

interagency mission. Some a thors havg ca 't\thete human fagtOrs.under the
i

domain of team life (Magrab, no date). An evIluation must constantly examine
members of the team. Magrab

J

has developed somo'simple,,questionnaires to accom-
plish that task. Things to look for are: leaapirship, role clarification, and
'group'atmosphere. Personality conflicts can be.most dangerous to group cohe-'
sion and accomplishment of a mission.

.

The.evaluation must take into account the sources of conflict in the group
(see Figure 5). People ..manage conflict An a number of ways. Somd people come -

on strong and put themselves in a win-loge situation;. others avoid or withdraW,
from conflict; some will try to compromise oinegotiate to alleviate tonflict.

4

Figure

SOURCES OF CONFLICT 51 INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION

The People:

fc.
Value differences:
-- personal
--professional
-- agency
Role pressures
Perceptual differences
Divergent goals
Status threat
Personality clash

. Each
the abo've:

approaches
propriate

O

The Environment:

or

Lack of resourte
Change

4... Ambiguous jurisdictions'

Communtcation barriers:
personal

-- physical
Dependence on one person/agency
for agreement
Complexity of
-Need Pillr consensus

Regulations

organization(s)

f

interagency planning team is likely to have Members who.4iie each of
styles under-certain conditions. If managed appropriately, con-
Cause the group to become creative and look for new and innovative

to theirproblems. Evaluation cah'identify appropriate and inap-
ionflitt management and strategies for communicating to the members

the effects of thRir conflict styles.

IDENTIFYING SOLUTIONS AND PLANS TO MEET. NEEDS

An inper:agenty-plan will only succeed if' those responsible fOr'adMinis-
teringand deliygrAmg the servicee are _committed to the ,need for the collabo-

ration Iind to the implemelitaicin:Of the plan. Thi0 suggests that an evaluation

inclate some- early and periodic 'procedures that will assess commitment.
,,Con4lituous.feedback and sharing of information .4 essential. Memberi 6f

...---
40Alteligency ploning:teammust keep people within eath agency apprised of

...,_

the''ttatua 'Cif %all'inints.*::,-The..Lnformation. sharing must include all persons

*.c i4p.;46:ki
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potentially affected by the agreement:. ,administratora, providers, business
managers, and consumers.

According to Elder (1980), when a plan or paper agreement is'completed, it
should have the following componenta:

Clear statement of purpose with goals and measurable objectives.
Definition of termi..central to the operation of the agreement.
Precise delineatibrof services to be, provided by each agency.
A statement of fiscal responsibility (if required) for.each service
provided.
Designation of roles and responsibilities (within and across agencies)
associated with each service or collaborative activity. .

Designation of(staff positions within each agency responsible for:
- implementing the servite
- monitoring the implementation

negotiating .change when necessary.
SpecificatiOn of general administration procedures including:

scheduled meetings
- time period for the agreement
- client Management
- mechanisms for change.

Evaluation plan for determinting the extent to which the agreement's
Short- and long-term objectives/are met.

All this will look just fine on, paper and will serve as an excellent
implementation standard for both the project and the evaluation. Hoever,

fore the plan or agreement is put into practice,-we suggest an evaluation
egy that examines the logical, technical, and political structure of the

r, 0.
(Here, politics refer to personal interactions surrounding issues of
)

.

Data that will help you determine if your plan is sound can be acquired by
sending copies of the written plan together with a structured rating form to
four patties: the planners, agency administrators, representatives of agency
providers affected by the plan, and representatives of consumer groups. The
primary questions are 1) Are purposes, goals, and objectives appropriate?
and 2) Will these be achieved given the plan's construction?

IMPLEMENTING"THE COLLABORATIVE PROCESS 7

During the implementation phase of the collaboration, the evaluation
guided by the plan discussed above. As with any evaluation, two, maior ques-

tions must b addressed by the program managers and. evaluators: 1)rIs the plan
implemented According to design? and 2) Are the objectives of the agreement

being met? A clear plan with clear objectives will provide the standards.
At this point, Monitoring the degree to which the agreement is imple-

mented as designed-becomes a critical component of the evaluation. Data must
be derived which provide evidence pf what actually is taking place with regard
to the delivery of service to the target clients,. A mistake often made at this

point in the evaluation is to only gathe'r outcome ate. When this occurs, all

that can be said is: "you have (have not) accomplished this." In order to

explain why things turned out as they did; we suggest the development of an
'implementation checklist associated with each, component of the plan. Data

'
14
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regarding the level of implementation may be obtained through interviewa,
record review, or both. As a result of this type of evaluation, collabor-

,

ators can know why something occurred and they can have some suggestions as
to what will.Occur in the fuqgre it Changes aren't made.'

Evaluation of accomplishments is also important; we want to know what we

are doing in relation to 'the agreement ,and ,what impacts are being made. Are

berviced more accessible? Are costs being reduc d? Is there less duplication

;
of services across agencies ? - Are more .(or fewer clients being served by a

particulAr agency? Is there a sjngle case Management function .being performed?

Is there common planning? .

The specific.questions to be addressed at this point of the evaluation
depend on the purposes of the, agreement. However, your plan must be flexible

enough to capture unintended or unexpected outcomes. Monitoring and outcome
evaluation concerna will take their direction from the collaboration plan. Be

piepared to,put both types of data together in order to explain events to deci-
sion makers.

10'

DETERIVNING THE BENEFITS AND LIABILITIES OF THE COLLABORpION ,

0

Most interagency collaborative efforts do.not have a termination date, so
there is no specific time at which the planners can sit back and look at their

accomplishments. When thissis the case, outcomes become difficult to gauge. In
the evaluation literature, many experts advise that summative judgients of pro-
grams not be attempted until the programs reach some degree of stability.
Since interagency collaborative'efforts are often in a state of constant flux,
summative judgments, in the strict sense of the concept; may be inappropriate.
Instead, you can periodically focus your-efforts on the status of the benefits'
the collaboration may produce for the participating agencies and their clients

(see Figure 6).

Figure 6

PROJECTED BENEFITS FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT. OF
INTERAGENCY COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENTS

More accessible services'
Common program standards and uniform methods of accountability
Single responsibility for case management
Cooperative identification,'evaluaeion,-planning, and service delivery

An inventory. of service capacity at state and local levels
Clarification of re3ponsibit4.ty for fiscal support

Common planning
Reduction in redundant bervices
Reduction in the total cost of services for persons with handicaps

4
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CLOSING

11

0

0
As indicated at the start Of this paper, the'evaluation.of an interagency

collaborative effort depends on the intent.of the effort. Therefore, you and
your evaluator-must determine the audiences, bail internal and external to the
program, to identity their information needs and;expectations. The information
gleaned from the evaluation can beat be used in the formative sense -- to silg-4'
gest changes)in the current system that will increase accessibility to needed
.Services at the least human and fiscal costs.

()

ft
4.
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